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“May	You	Live	in	Interesting	Times”	

Source: Economic Policy Uncertainty
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Expectations	for	Policy	Stimulus	Face	
Seasonal	Headwind

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Before	Proceeding,	a	Few	Caveats

• We	like	to	tell	stories,	but	be	wary	of	narratives

• We	tend	to	notice	what	we	are	thinking	about

• Data	overload	can	impair	clarity

• Watch	out	for	veneer	of	precision
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Forecasting:	A	Fun	Exercise	but	Unreliable	
Basis	for	Action

Our	Approach	Relies	on	the	Weight	of	the	Evidence

• Fed	Policy	– Implications	for	Rates	and	Inflation
• Economic	Fundamentals	– Tailwinds	and	Headwinds
• Valuations	– Measures	Risk	and	Sentiment
• Investor	Psychology	– Inverse	Relationship	Sentiment	and

Liquidity	
• Seasonals – Historical	Patterns	and	Current Trends
• Tape	(Breadth)	– Looking	for	Strength Beneath	the	Surface	
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Managing	Risk	Not	Forecasting	Outcomes

• Adaptive	approach

• View	toward	the	future,	in	harmony	with	what	is		
actually	going	on	today

• Discipline	is	the	key	– lose	the	need	to	be	right
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Fed	Poised	to	Accelerate	Pace	of	Tightening

Source: Federal Reserve
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Inflationary	Pressures	Building
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Bond	Yields	Already	Moving	Higher

Source: StockCharts
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Recession	Risk	in	the	U.S.	Is	Minimal	

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Global	Conditions	Not	Consistent	With	
Recession	

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Initial	Jobless	Claims	at	Multi-Decade	Lows

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Demand	for	Labor	Outpacing	Supply

Job Openings

Hires

Separations

Voluntary Quits

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Hiring	Rate	Has	Slowed	but	Wage	Growth	Is	
Accelerating

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
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Benefits	of	Economic	Recovery	Being	More	
Broadly	Shared

Source: Ned Davis Research
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‘Animal	Spirits’	Beginning	to	Stir
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Economic	Data	Showing	Renewed	Ability	To	
Provide	Upside	Surprises
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Better-Than-Expected	Data	Not	Only	A	
Domestic	Development

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Dr.	Copper	Suggests	Economy	on	Mend

Source: Stock Charts
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Economic	Rebound	on	Global	Basis

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Housing	Trends	Remain	Favorable

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Some	Recent	Headwinds	Already	Turning	To	
Tailwinds
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Business	Investment	Has	Been	Disappointing,	
But	a	Turn	May	Be	Coming
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Productivity	Growth	Approaching	Secular	Low

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Slow	Economic	Growth:	
Recent	Experience	Not	Historical	Norm
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Actual	Results	Rarely	Match	Forecasts,
But	Growth	Not	Always	Worse	Than	Expected

Forecast

Actual 

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Stock	Prices	Have	Rallied;	Earnings	Have	Not

Source: FactSet
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Valuations	Concerns	Have	Not	Abated	

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Valuations	Help	Identify	Risk

As valuations rise, forward 
returns become more muted

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Earnings	Recession	Has	Ended:	Corporate	
Profits	Are	Growing	Again
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Could	Earnings	Provide	an	Upside	Surprise?

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Bottom	Line	– Path	of	Least	Resistance	Is	To	
The	Upside	for	Stocks	and Economy	

• Fed	tightening	is	not	an	impediment	short	term

• Long-term	interest	rates	remain	at	historically	low	
levels	

• Global	economy	is	on	the	mend

• U.S.	economy	may	be	on	cusp	of	secular	shift
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Stock	Market	Summary:
• Early	stages	of	cyclical	rally	for	stocks

• Excessive	valuations	and	elevated	equity	exposure	
remain	key	headwinds

• Top-line	corporate	growth	essential

• Tune	out	noise	and	avoid	the	crowd	at	extremes
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Cutting	Through	the	Near-Term	Noise...

Source: Ned Davis Research
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...So	We	Can	Get	to	the	Long	Term

Source: Ned Davis Research
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Questions?

Ask	Now	or	Contact	Me	Later:

Willie	Delwiche
(414)	298-7802
wdelwiche@rwbaird.com
Twitter:	@WillieDelwiche
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Appendix	– Important	Disclosures
This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. The opinions expressed
here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained from sources we
consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON COMPANIES MENTIONED HEREIN IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

The indices used in this report to measure and report performance of various sectors of the market are unmanaged and direct
investment in indices is not available.

Baird is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. Baird is regulated by the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other self-regulatory organizations and those laws and regulations
may differ from Australian laws. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United
States broker-dealers and not Australian laws.

Copyright 2017 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated

Other Disclosures

United Kingdom (“UK”) disclosure requirements for the purpose of distributing this research into the UK and
other countries for which Robert W. Baird Limited (“RWBL”) holds a MiFID passport.

This material is distributed in the UK and the European Economic Area (“EEA”) by RWBL, which has an office at Finsbury
Circus House, 15 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7EB and is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(“FCA”).

For the purposes of the FCA requirements, this investment research report is classified as investment research and is
objective.

This material is only directed at and is only made available to persons in the EEA who would satisfy the criteria of being
"Professional" investors under MiFID and to persons in the UK falling within articles 19, 38, 47, and 49 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act of 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons being referred to as “relevant
persons”). Accordingly, this document is intended only for persons regarded as investment professionals (or equivalent) and
is not to be distributed to or passed onto any other person (such as persons who would be classified as Retail clients under
MiFID).
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Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated and RWBL have in place organizational and administrative arrangements for the
disclosure and avoidance of conflicts of interest with respect to research recommendations. Robert W. Baird Group and or one
of its affiliates may be party to an agreement with the issuer that is the subject of this report relating to the provision of
services of investment firms. An outline of the general approach taken by Robert W. Baird Limited in relation to conflicts of
interest is available from your RWBL representative upon request. Baird’s policies and procedures are designed to identify and
effectively manage conflicts of interest related to the preparation and content of research reports and to promote objective
and reliable research that reflects the truly held opinions of research analysts. Analysts certify on a quarterly basis that such
research reports accurately reflect their personal views.

This material is not intended for persons in jurisdictions where the distribution or publication of this research report is not
permitted under the applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdiction.

Investment involves risk. The price of securities may fluctuate and past performance is not indicative of future results. Any
recommendation contained in the research report does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial
situation and the particular needs of any individuals. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the research report. If
you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.

RWBL is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. RWBL is regulated by the FCA under UK
laws, which may differ from Australian laws. As such, this document has not been prepared in accordance with Australian
laws.


